
Perpetual Calendar 


Why not create your own perpetual calendar you can 
change the day and date - creating a new theme each year 
you can even reuse the days and numbers!


Tools and Materials:


- 3 Sheets A4 White Paper 

- Pencil 

- Gluestick

- Scissors

- Felt Tips

- Bluetack 




Taking one piece of paper fold it in half, then in half again 
and then again this will create 8 rectangles - we need 12 for 
each month so you can repeat with half of another bit of 
paper folded in half and half again to get your other 4







You can use the leftover half of the whole piece of paper as 
the base for your calendar, think about what theme you 
want for your different months and start sketching them out




When you are happy with your months then colour them in 


Start sticking them to the base starting with Dec and 
working back through the months so January is the first 
one, try and glue just a small margin so when you rip it off 
the image below is visible 




At the bottom of the calendar with need to create a small 
pouch to keep the days and dates in, fold it like so - big 
enough to keep them in but not so big there isn’t space to 
display day and date as needed, just glue the sides like so


Now to create the days and dates - take a bit of paper and 
start writing them out, they need to fit the pouch so use 
that as a guide for size 




Choose the day and date and use bluetack to stick them on 
so you can easily change and reuse them, put the others 
you don’t need in the pouch 




There you have it your very own “Perpetual Calendar”!





